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This paper presents a model to calculate the reliability of communication
networks with multimode components. Previous research on network reliability
has focused on models in which each component may be in one of two mode s,
namely, operative or failed. In reality, a component may undergo degradation
in performance before a complete outage, and will therefore operate in more
than two modes. Traditional network reliability measures, such as the probabi
litythat a pair of nodes is connected, are not meaningful in a multimode mode
Therefore, the mean message delay of the network is defined as the performanc
measure. An exact calculation of this reliability measure is not feasible due
to the large number of network states, corresponding to network components
being in different modes. We have developed an approximation method to calcu
late this reliability measure. This method requires us to work with the stat
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Abstact been proved that the exact computations of these

reliability measures are NP-hard 1211 101 Other

This paper presents a model to calculate the researchers 131 have proposed an approach that

reliability of communication networks with multimode enumerates all possible network states and calculates the

components. Previous research on network reliability has quantities of interest in each state The reliability measure

focused on models in which each component may be in of Interest is then calculated as a weighted ( by the

one of two modes, namely. operative or failed. In reality, a probability of that state I average of these quantities.

component may undergo degradations in performance Again, this approach is impractical in general because the

before a complete outage. and will therefore operate in number of network Mates grows exponentially. I.e., If

more than two modes. Traditional network reliability there are n unreliable components, there are 2n states for

measures, such as the probability that a pair of nodes is the network. We therefore seek an approximatlon method

connected, are not meaningful in a mutimode model, to minimize the computation time. In 193 an approximation

Therefore. the mean message delay of the network is approach is proposed. To find a reliability measure, only

defined as the performance measure. An exact the most probable states of the network are analyzed.

calculation of this reliability measure is not feasible due The idea is that when the states considered account for a
to the large number of network states. Corresponding to large frction of te sate space (in terms of probability).

network components being In different modes. We have we can got a good approximation to this reliability

developed an approximation method to calculate this measure. This approach is practical because some of the
reliability measure. This method requires us to work with network states may hove very small probabilities, and the
the states of the network In order of decreasing network rarely operates at these states.

probability. An algorithm ORDER-M is developed to
generate these states in the proper order. While two-mode component models have received

a great deal of attention. In reality, a component may
operate in one of N (N?3) modes i.e.. a component may

undergo degradations before a complete outage. For
example. If a radio channel Is being jammed. one may try

1; I ucton to combat this Jamming by using a more powerful error-
In analyzing the performance of a communication correcting code, with a corresponding reduction in the

network with unreliable components, it is usually assumed effective data rate or channel capacity [11. Therefore, the
that each failure-prones component can be in one Of two channel wil operate in multiple modes, with each mode
modes, either operative or failed. In the operative mode. corresponding to a different channel capacity In 151 El-
the component can handle load at ts capacity. while in Newethi. at. al. consider en N-state system which is a

function of N-state (-mode) components and they are
the failed mode, it is not available at all Netwk interested in the structure of the system function. They
reliability measures such as the probability that a given have not however, indicated how one may define the N
pair of nodes are connected. the probability that all pairs *sas of the network in a meaningful way In terms of the
of nodes are conectd, the expected number o N modes of each link. In this paper. a mutimode model
communicating node pairs, and so on may than be
demmnine. n nos aor$hs ave ben p sen bse for network reliability will be presented and used to

donnd. umerus l"Itms avebeenProosed(1100, compute som property chosen reliaiblity measures
e.g.. (1]) for computing the eforementioned network
reliability measures. However, the computation time is
enormous except for small-size networks. In fact. it has 2. A Muetmede Model

We assume a point-to-point network in which only
links may fall or degrade and nodes are fallsafe The
modes of a link correspond to different communication

1
This research is supported in Pert by the Air Force capacities of that link. i.e. each mode corresponds to a

Office of Scientific Research under Contract No different capacity. Therefore. when a link Is not operating
AFOSR-64-0269
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't its u cny. N may operate at a lower, degraded given state of the network' is meaningful.
s11ec rate' ec mode of the co1omonent Is associated

With a known proaIlity. There are M links i the network Having defined network message delay as the
end N model for each link. caled modes 0.12 .N- 1 reliability measure, we need an efficient way to compute

(We can handle componeMs with less than N modes by it. Since there ore N
M network states In our model, we

defiing the probabilities of extraneous modes as zero) decide to use an approach which enumerates only the
The Ith mode of link I is denoted Cil. end the associated most probable states and analyzes the performance for

probabilty Is denoted pl' PlrCil) We further assume that those States. We have developed an algorithm to generate

all link failures are independent. Note that there is a network states in order of decreasing probability for our

constraint for each I: multimode model.

N-1

I pit,,1.12.U , A..M *WWW ODR.

0 Ther are M inks and N modes for each hlnk in the

Given the network topology and the set of probabilities network. The modes are renamed such that the mode

for link modes, we went to define a quantity to measure probabilities are in decreasing order, i.e., Pi
0
>pil>...>

the reliability of the network. If we want the probability pi
N -

1 for all i. Each network state S is represented by an

that a given pair of nodes ere connected by S Path of M-vector, S-(j1.j 2 .. IJM). where ji denotes the mode of

certain capacity, we may transform this problem to a lnk I. The moat probable state is (0 .. 0) with

typical problem in the two-mode model by calling the link probability 11. 1Pi0 . We want to generate the m most

modes which have at least that capacity as operative and probable atates In order of decreasing probabilities Our

other modes as feiled. Therefore computing the approach is a modification of the algorithm ORDER (9L

probability of the existence of such a path may be which Is designed for two-mode networks.

obtained by the algorithms described in I1I We therefore
seek other performance measures which are meaningful Let O-M(N-1). For pi

l
. 1< i< M, 1< 5 N-1. we

for multimode models, and which require solutions arrange these 0 parameters in decreasing order and use

significantly different from those for two-mode models. q1 .. . q 0 to denote this ordered sequence so that each

There have been attempts to use the probability qk corresponds to a different pi
. Note that pl.....P p

0

distribution function of the maximum flow between a
given source- destination pair as the performance ore not required in the algorithm and are not included in
measure in the mutimodo model. For hexmple. Evans this set of 0 parameters. We first describe the way now

161 studied this measure for a network in which the states are generated. Let A-(SSS b, .. ..Sc) be on ordered

capacity of any edge is a finite-state integer-valuod set of network states such that Pr(Sa)>... >Pr(Sc) Define

random variable. Kulkarni and Adlakha [8i considered a an operation replace (iJf). denoted ?, as follows: RilSr

similar problem on (a.t)-planar networks with means that the fit element of state Sr is changed to

exPonentlily distributed link capacities. In this paper, the mode I and the other elements remain the same. The

network mean message delay is chosen as the reliability probability of t nw st generated is easy to

measurb since It Is related to the degradation in channel compute:

capacity for the links In the network. With a given node- Pr(Ri|Sr-(II

to-node trafac requirement, we ore interested in the i
probability-that the network can support the traffic with a where Sr(I) is the ith element of S. This replace operation
given avierage delay. When the mean message delay is may also be defined on the whole set of states Thus

greater than this threshold at a liven network state. we S-RIJA-(Risa . , RiISc. Note that the size of set S may
say that th network cann, satisfy the traffic be smaller than that of sat A because two states So and
requirements at that state. Hence we need to compute Sb of A may differ only in element i and so are changed
the probability that the moan network message delay to the some state by Ri in order to avoid generating
does not exceed some finite value For each state of the duplicate new states by this replace operation, we need

network (characterized by a set of link modes). we can to record the identities of those components whose
compute the mean message delay T using Kleinrock's modes have already been changed in previous steps We
model (71: use a sot Ik to record the components used to generate

now states thus far If the ith component has been used

1 U before, then only those states in A whose ith element is 0
T- - will be used to generate new states in RIJA. Define an

r-t iCI- -i operation insert, denoted 11 A. as follows: C-111 A -the

ordered set which results when every state of 8 is
inserted into the ordered set A. Define en operation

where y is the sum of the arral rates between l pafirs select. denoted T(A). as follows: T(A-the ordered set

of nodes 1/b is the mean packet length. i is the traffic which contains the first m states of the ordered set
load on link I and Ci is the capacity of link I at that state A The algorithm consists of two phases and 0 stages
We assume that the components change states relatively with Stago It orreponding to prameter qk We sta
slowly so that the queueing phenomena at these links with stage Sl-(cOn.. .0) To generate new states we

reach equilibrium and the average message delay 'It w



- aUCCOssively take 41. 42.- . qQ and the corresponding A0 contains. in decreasing orber. the m most
pis and replace the ith element of previously generated
states by I. When the total n"moer of states generated is prbal stts
at least m. we go to phase 2. in phase 2. we generate
new states by a similar procedure. but will retain only the The following observation on OROER-M can be
m most probable stts. made.

We now gve the algorithm OROER-M: Observation 1: The operations Ail. 15i5M. I5jCN-1.
Phase 1: are exhaustive of the ways new states can be generated

. lInitialize: Slo., . -.01. Af%(SI). 10, rmol ns

2. Fr k 1,2. rpeat3.45.6Lemma 1: In each stage, for any two states Sr and
2. Fr k1.2 in-. reeat34..6.Sn which have already been generated such that P'lSrI?
3. Fnd m p~3corrsponing o qris 1 nI we must have P(RiSrIPrjRi'Snl It both of thesa
3. Fnd te pj corespndig toqk-new states exist

0 itli-1, tan tg-l 010 flg-0Proof: When both Ri1Sr and R1ISn exisl- we must
4. For r-i. I .. .i.do: have SrQSiS(I)10. ft follows from Equation (1) that

it flagil and S,.(i)0 0. then
Lemma I states mhat the states in Sk-. generated in

no new state is generaewd from Sr; Steps 4 and 10 are in order of decreasing probability. it
alSO assures that states lef out by the select operation

else generate new state Ri'Sr and compute T(A) will not give rise to new states in mhe top in spots in
uts probability the next stage.

(The set of new states generated in this step The next theorem is a direct consequence of the
is denoted tmk- -) above observation and lemma.

Theorem 1: At the end of ORDER-M, the m most
6. If AjIm. go to phase 2 probable states are generated.

Phase 2: We now estimate the time complexity of this
algorithm. For each kt in phase 2. q'1 A takes time 0(m,

SInitialize. A-T(AL) Where L is the loop index k M) and checking whether ielk takes time 0(M). In the
Insertion we can use a sorting algorithm with time

when we leave phase 1. The new set A is complexity O(m * login). The select operation can be
performed during the Insertion. i.e.. in the sam sorting

then renamed AL. routine. The complexity analysis of a stage in Phase I is
similar to Phase 2. However Instead of working with a list

8. For k-L+... repeat 9,10.11.12 of in states ( the m most probable states generated thus
far ), one is working with m'<m states in phase 1. There

9 Take qk and the corresponding pi). are a total of a replace operators in both phases. So the
total time in the worst case is 0(0 m M+Q m login)

it #Ck1 then flag-i. else flag-a.

10 For r- I. JAk- It do. 4. Cevarage of the State Space
In order to estimate how many states must be

if flag-4 and Sr4i)O 0, then generated to achieve a certain coverage of the state
space, we consider the case in which pilpk for any

*.no new state is generated frmSmode iand links i and kL To simplify the notation, we let
r -pi for all i.1 and assume as before that the labeling for

elegenerate new state Rj1S and compute the states is such that 0 )Pl>.. >Ni.Ec saeo

its probability the natwork Is represented by a random velctor (X1.X2..
..X(M), where Xi is the mode of the ith link. 0<X, 5 N-1. 1<

(This Step May be denoted ilk-1,RIlA..1I i<M Note that Xj's are independent random variables in
our model Define a random variable X- I,.,, The most

I I A-Bk.. 1 Ak,. 1 and 1k .k- 1U(i) probable state is (0.0. ,01 with X-0. the next most
probable has X-1. the third Most probable may have K-i

12. A&.T(A) or 2. and so on. The most probable system states

................ .............................. 7Sb* . . -0
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generated by our algorithm Correspond to the event (X< I. Delay Anilysls e a Network wla Msilmeile UIbs

A). where A it a positive integer The Chernoff bound We now apply OltDER-M to the reliamly analysis of

14. 121 can be used to derive an upper bound on the the network in Fig. 1. It has S nodes. " nks and each

probability of the Met of uncovered states, Is.. Pr(X> A). link has N-S modes so 0*24 The external traffic

We first introduce some notations in the following requirements between node pairs ore assumed to be

paragraph. PoissOn with mean Tst . where a Is the source and t Is
the destination. s.t,1.2... S. The states and the

The momenk-yenersting function of X1. i-i ... M. is corresponding capacities of the links are given n Table 1

45).fte,4sx,)).Io pexp(si). The semi-invariant The associated probabilities ere given in Table 2

generating function is Iu(s5*in#(s). For random vanable X.
the moment-genereting function is #x(S)-f.14,(s"M (a).
its seml-inveriant generating function is jAX(S) - In X) 0 1 2 3 4

M In$($). The Chernoff bound states the following
1 50 40 30 10 20
2 50 40 30 10 20

Pr(X >A) <oxp(ax(s)- sA)-oxpM U(I)- sAI (2) 3 50 40 30 10 20

where the optimum value of s (which gives the tightest 1 4 50 30 40 20 to

bound of the exponential form) is selected in accordance 5 50 30 40 20 10
6t 50 30 40 20 10

with

Table 1. Cil in kbps 1<i<6. 0<j54N-~s *A (31
4,

Differentiating the left-hand side gives 0 1 2 3 4

T'.'pleJl - ; (4) 1 99 006 002 .001 001
N 2 95 .025 01 .01 .00S

3 99 .007 001 .001 .001
4 .97 .018 .0054 .0036 .003

or .95 .03 .01 .005 .005

() 6 .97 .024 003 .0016 .0012

Table 2. pil , tI<,<6. 0 <Jc4
So selecting the optimum s involves solving a polynomial
equation of dogree N-1 in as  We first arrange the 24-probabilities pij, 1<i <6, 1 <1<

4 in decreasing order and record the (ia) pair of the
In applying this bound to a general N-mode corresponding qk by a 24x2 matrix

problem, there are some complications, however. When
N>3. the case of two components at mode 1 contributes I I
the same veine to X as the case of one component at
mode 2.. These two cases may have very different 1 S 1
probbilltities. Such complications will not anse in a 2 2 1
two-mode model, where the Chernoff bound takes the 3 6 1
following form IPr(X> A)< expiM H(A/M. I-A/M)+(M-A) 4 4 1
In 0 .A Inpl. where a(q.-a)--qlnq-(1-q)inil-q) and 5 2 2
p 0.p-1. In this case, for a given coverage of the state 6 S 2

space. say 95%. we can select A by using the above 7 2 3
formula for Pr(X>AJ <0.05. The number of states needed 8 3 1
is then m- I.Ao 1) This gives a quick way of 9 1

determining the value m for our algorithm However. since 10 4 2
the Chemoff bound is an inequality the result is 11 S 3
pessimistic. meaning that m is usually larger than actually k 12 2 4
needed, although it Is asymptotically the best among all 13 5 4

exponential forms 1121 14 4 3
15 6 2
16 4 4
17 1 2
18 6 3
19 6 4
20 3 2
21 1 3

i-



a22 3 3 for ItmC20. We have thus illustrated the analysis of a
23 1 4 network with MUltIMOde Components and presented an
24 3 4 indication of how reliable the network is in terms of

providing a Specified level of service
Table 3. qk-.t .2..24.

rank state vector probability
5.1. Peow Estitet

To analyze the men message deily as a reliability 1 (0.0.0.0.0.0) .832264
measure of the network algorithm ORDER-U is used to 2 (0.0.0.0.1.0) .026282
generate the mn most probable states. For each state of (0.1.0,0.0.) .021902
the network. we calculate the network message delay by 4 (0.0.0.0.0.1) .020592
Klirock's model using a fixed routing table. Define an 5 (0.0.0.1.0.0) .01544
indicator variable fi for each state S, as follows: 6 (0.2.0.0.0.0) .00761

fI If the network delay is <200 ms in Si (6) 7 (0.0.0.0.2,0) .006761
0 otherwise a (0.3.0.0.0.0) .008761

9 (0.0.1.0.0.0) .00585
then 10 (1.0.0.0.0,0) .005044

11 (0.0.0.2.0.0) .004633

4F-Pr(network mean message delay is <200 ins) 13 (0.4.0.0..0) .004380

14 (0.0.0.0.4.0) .004380
15 (0.0.0.3.0.0) .003089

I1Pr(SiNi 16 (0.0.0,0.0.2) 002574
17 (0.0.0.4.0.0) M02574

Here the minimum delay among all states is 106.7 18 (2.0.0.0.0.0) .001681
ms (this value is achieved at state Si-(0.0.0.0.0.0)) and the 19 (0.0.0.0.0.3) .001544
value 200 ma is chosen as an acceptable value for the 20 (0.0.0.0.0.4) .001030
network delay. If the above summation covers all states.
then we get the exact value of F. It is also possible to Table 4. The 20 most probable states
compute lower and upper bounds for F. Having calculated and their probabilities
ifor the most probable states. if we let f,-O for all other

states. we get a lower bound; if we let fi-1 for all other
states, we get an upper bound. 5.2. Estlntatinu the Dlavlbuwle Functien,

An alternate approach to the delay analysis for our
-The following routing matrix is used for this model is to find the probability distribution function of the

example network mean message delay. Define Fit)-Pr(network
mean message delay is -<t ms) and an indicator variable

destination f1(t) for stateSi
1 2 3 4 5 fi(t)-1 it the network delay is <t me In S, 7

1 1.4,30 otherwise

2 2.3.5
source 3 3.2.1 3.5 then F(t) -IPr(Si)fi(t)

4 4.5
5 5.3.2 5.3 5,4 The exact determination of F(t) requires the

enumeration of the whole state apace. However, when we
generate the m most probable states, we can calculate

The matrix entries represent the vertices along which the Fm(t)4.:i" Pr(S)11(t). This Value Is then a lower bound on
data packets are forwarded. Fit). i.e.. F(t).?Fm(t) for all I. For our example. Fm(t) using

m-20 and the most probable states In Table 4 is

We generate the m-20 most probable states for this calculated end plotted in Fig. 3.
network by OROER-M These states and their associated
probabilities are shown in Table 4 The sum of the
probabilities of these 20 states is calculated to be
098396 The reliability measure F. the probability that the Conclusions
network satisfies the external traffic requirements (i a. in this paper we have presented a muftimode model
the network delay does not exceed 200 ms ~.is for calculating network reliability and define the
approximated as 0 92477 using these 20 states The lower probability that the traffic requiremeints are satisfied as
bound and upper bound for the value F as a function of the reliability easure An algorithm ORDERt-m is
m. the number of states considered, are plotted in Fig 2 developed which enumerates network states In order of
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- e~~iifgprobability We then apply it to Compute the 2. Sonavenitura. V.. at. ai Service Avalabilfty, of
reliability defined above. Communication Networks. Proc. 1I60 National

Telecommunication Conference. PEER. 1960. pp.

Using our algorithm. we are able to compute the 15.2 1-15.2.6.
probability distribution function of the network mean
message delay to a certain accuracy tn a very efficient 4. Chernoff. H. *A Measure of Asymptotic Efficiency for
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